PROPOSAL 64 - 5 AAC 18.350. Closed waters. Close commercial salmon fishing from July 10
to August 10 in all waters north of a line from Ouzinkie Point on Ouzinkie Island to Parokoda
Island and then from Paroka Island to the old Alaska Department of Fish and Game marker on
Spruce Island near Black Point, as follows:
Create a subsistence only harvest area in Ouzinkie Harbor from July 10th to August 10 north of a
line that would run from Ouzinkie point on Ouzinkie Island to Parokoda Is. and then from Paroka
Is. to the old ADF&G marker on Spruce Island in proximity to Black Point.
What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? Ouzinkie is a small village
on the southwest corner of Spruce Island just north of Kodiak Island. The Ouzinkie harbor is a
small cove that encompasses an area about the size of Kodiak's small boat harbor. Kodiak Regional
Aquaculture Association has been imprinting and releasing sockeye salmon in Ouzinkie Harbor
adjacent to the Ouzinkie Small Boat Harbor for several years. The first return from the stocking
program was 2015. Ouzinkie residents enjoyed expanded subsistence harvest opportunities in
proximity to their community. As imprinted sockeye continue to return to Ouzinkie Harbor,
perhaps in greater numbers in the future, Ouzinkie residents are concerned that a single seine vessel
could come in and "scoop up" all of the sockeye the community would anticipate using for
subsistence purposes. Ouzinkie understands that these fish are a "common property" resource.
Nevertheless, the Kodiak commercial salmon fishery has ample opportunity to intercept and
harvest fish returning to Ouzinkie Harbor throughout both Marmot and Kizhuyak Bay.
Consequently, it is likely that a high percentage of these fish are already utilized commercially.
Surviving fish congregating in Ouzinkie's Harbor are significant for subsistence use, however they
remain susceptible to commercial capture as they move in and out with the tide, often beyond
current fishing markers. Ouzinkie believes it is better to anticipate the conflict that will occur if
Ouzinkie's subsistence fish are taken by a few errant commercial fishermen and to provide a
subsistence only use area for a limited time.
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